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Journal of Algebraic Combinatorics flips to Fair Open Access. 1
At the end of June 2017, the four editors-in-chief of the Journal of Algebraic Combinatorics
informed Springer that they will not renew their contracts, which terminate on 31 December 2017.
Nearly all of the editorial board members will also resign, to form the editorial board of a new
journal that will be called Algebraic Combinatorics, run according to Fair Open Access Principles.
The new journal Algebraic Combinatorics will be up and running very shortly, with interim editorsin-chief Satoshi Murai and Vic Reiner. The transition to Fair Open Access is supported by the
organisation Mathematics in Open Access (MathOA).
The editors of the Journal of Algebraic Combinatorics are Akihiro Munemasa, Christos
Athanasiadis, Hugh Thomas and Hendrik van Maldeghem. Once their contracts with Springer expire,
they will become editors-in-chief at Algebraic Combinatorics.
Why now?
‘There wasn’t a particular crisis. It has been becoming more and more clear that commercial journal
publishers are charging high subscription fees and high Article Processing Charges (APCs), profiting
from the volunteer labour of the academic community, and adding little value. It is getting easier and
easier to automate the things that they once took care of. The actual printing and distribution of
paper copies is also much less important than it has been in the past; this is something which we have
decided we can do without’, says Hugh Thomas.
‘We were inspired by the Linguistics in Open Access (LingOA) project that flipped 4 journals in
linguistics last year. We therefore also started a foundation Mathematics in Open Access (MathOA),
that will help other journals in mathematics flip to Fair Open Access’ says Mark Wilson, one of the
founding members of MathOA.
Note for editors: See our Q&A for more information about Fair Open Access at
https://fairoa.org/faq/. For more information on MathOA, see http://www.mathoa.org/sample-page/.
Journal of Algebraic Combinatorics: Hugh Thomas, spokesperson (hugh.ross.thomas@gmail.com
Home +1-438-3857216 Work +1-514-9873000 x0830; Montreal timezone). New journal Algebraic
Combinatorics (algebraic-combinatorics.org): Victor Reiner, spokesperson (reiner@umn.edu +1952-9564379; Minneapolis). MathOA: Mark Wilson (mcw@cs.auckland.ac.nz Work +64-99236643; Auckland; backup Saskia de Vries (s.c.j.devries@sampan.edu +31-40957322;
Netherlands).
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  For Fair Open Access, the publisher has to comply with the following conditions:
1. The journal has a transparent ownership structure, and is controlled by and responsive to the scholarly community.
2. Authors of articles in the journal retain copyright.
3. All articles are published open access and an explicit open access licence is used.
4. Submission and publication is not conditional in any way on the payment of a fee from the author or its employing
institution, or on membership of an institution or society.
5. Any fees paid on behalf of the journal to publishers are low, transparent, and in proportion to the work carried out.

